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“Semite/Semitic

“Orientalism

“Anti-Semitism

“Jews

“Jews of Color

“Mizrachi

“Ashkenazi

“Zionism

linguistic term created by European Orientalists for the language family that
includes Arabic, Amharic, Hebrew, Tigrinya, Maltese, Aramaic and others,
which was then imposed on groups like Arabs and Jews to categorize them
as a separate race.” (Rosenblum, 2)
a discourse that portrays peoples and cultures of "the East" (Arabs and Jews, East Asians,
South Asians, etc.) as essentially different from Europeans. Frequent themes include
portraying them as dishonestly or manipulatively intelligent, overly sensual, warlike,
mysterious, having 'primitive' tribal loyalties, etc. Also the term for classical Western
study of "Oriental" cultures.” (Rosenblum, 2)

the system of ideas passed down through a society's institutions to enable scapegoating
of Jews, and the ideological or physical targeting of Jews that results from it.
The term was first popularized in 1879 by German anti-Jewish racists who sought to
build specific movements against Jews as an inherently inferior and threatening race
(versus a religion, that someone could convert from.)” (Rosenblum,3)

a globally-dispersed, multi-ethnic culture linked by a religion, Judaism. Many Jews
practice the religion; others are ethnic, secular Jews.” (Robsenblum, 3) Please also
see Mizrachi and Ashkenazi. [Note: There are many Jewish identified Unitarian
Universalists who are Jewish by heritage, linage, conversion, religious and/or
cultural practice. ]

Jews and Jewish communities who are excluded from white privilege generally, and/or
from Ashkenazi privilege in the Jewish community. Includes Mizrachi Jews, Sephardi
Jews, Jews from other non-European communities worldwide, people of color who have
embraced Judaism, and Jews of mixed heritage whose ancestry includes Jews of color.
Jews of color currently make up the majority of Jews in the State of Israel.”
(Rosenblum, 3)

refers to Jews descended from the longest continuous Jewish
communities in the world, founded after the destruction of
ancient Israel, in countries such as today’s Iraq, Iran, Yemen,
Syria and Lebanon, and spoke languages such as Judeo-Arabic
and Judeo-Persian. (Rosenblum, 2)

refers to descendants of Jews who settled in Europe, in
countries such as Russia, Poland, Germany, Hungary and
others, and shared common cultural features such as
Yiddish language. Ashkenazi Jews currently make up
the majority of Jews in the U.S., Latin America and
Canada.” (Roseblum, 3)

…form of Jewish nationalism, based on the
philosophy
that a Jewish state (or cultural center, in some
forms of
Zionism) ought to exist, as a refuge for Jews and/or to 'normalize'
Jewish existence, and that it should exist on or within the area of
ancient Israel.” (Roseblum, 2)

“…A lot of activists work to avoid anti-Jewish
oppression, and to make a distinction between
Jewish people and Israeli misdeeds, by targeting
their comments at "Zionists," not Jews, and
"Zionism," not Judaism or Jewish culture.
Unfortunately, this shortcut doesn't
work.” (Rosenblum,13). Why? “…it backfires
because major, organized antisemitic
movements also use the term, for the opposite
purpose: to spread anti-Jewish ideology without
looking so bad. That's why 2005's international
conference, "Zionism As the Biggest Threat to
Modern Civilization" was co-chaired by neo-Nazi
politician David Duke.” (Rosenblum, 13)
Due to the fact that ‘Zionists’ is a blanket term used by strident AntiJewish movements, using the word “Zionists” as short hand for
Jewish people, or Israelis, is not only inaccurate but it is rooted in a
history of painful prejudicial and conspiratorial thinking, in which
“‘Zionists’ are seen by antisemitic groups as “ demonic Jews
controlling the world” and in which “Zionism” is considered
“general body of evildoing by Jews”. (paraphrased from Rosenblum)

a forgery written around 1897, first published in 1903, and used by Czarist secret police

Protocols of [the
Elders of] Zion

for years as a tool to inspire mass mistrust of the growing revolutionary movement and
modernization. The text presents itself as minutes of a secret meeting of world Jewish
leaders who lay out their plans to use both capitalism and anti-capitalist revolution to seize
control of the world. A continual bestseller, it is often summarized or cited by antisemitic
political leaders and social movements. (Rosenblum, 2)

